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care  

floor  

hill  

pushed  

baby  

buy  

century  

outside  

everything  

tall  

already  

instead  

phrase  

soil  

bed  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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care pushed century tall phrase 

floor baby outside already soil 

hill buy everything instead bed 

 

 

                   

                      

         

             

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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care pushed century tall phrase 

floor baby outside already soil 

hill buy everything instead bed 

 

 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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already   A.  to have forced away 

from  

baby   
B.  to get something from 

a store  

bed   C.  to feel an interest in 

buy   D.  the surface pointing out  

care   E.  the material of which 

land is made 

century   F.  the low surface of a room  

everything   G.  in the place of 

floor   H.  high in distance  

hill   I.  before now 

instead   J.  all 

outside   K.           a very young child  

phrase   L.  a small mountain 

pushed   M.  a place to sleep  

soil   N.  a group of words 

tall   O.  100 years 

 

 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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latl The father is __ __ __ __, but his son is small.  

slio The plant roots grow deep in the __ __ __ __. 

usphed He __ __ __ __ __ __ the box across the room.  

rpehas Write the __ __ __ __ __ __ ,“I love you,” in your letter. 

suitoed   We paint the __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of the house.  

tsedina We will go next week __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of today. 

lihl The street goes up a __ __ __ __.   

ofrol The ball falls off the table and onto the __ __ __ __ __. 

genervtyih I have __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ I need; it’s all here. 

erctnyu A __ __ __ __ __ __ __ is a long time to live. 

erac She takes __ __ __ __ of her dog. 

ybu What did you __ __ __ at the store?  

dbe The boy will sleep in his __ __ __.   

byba The mother held her __ __ __ __ in her arms.  

daayler I have __ __ __ __ __ __ read that book. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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care pushed century tall phrase 

floor baby outside already soil 

hill buy everything instead bed 

 

1.  Did the __________________________ cry for her mother? 

2.  He ________________________ the big box with his arms and legs. 

3.  I  ______________________ a present at the store for my friend. 

4.  Let’s go __________________________ the school to play. 

5.  Mothers __________________________  for their children. 

6.  My brother is __________________________, but I am little. 

7.  Put __________________________ you need in the car. 

8.  She has __________________________ gone to the city. 

9.  The __________________________ in the field is good for plants. 

10.  The ____________________, “no way,” means I do not believe you. 

11.  The girl sleeps in her __________________________. 

12.  The snow covered the __________________________. 

13.  The War Between the States was a ______________________ ago. 

14.  We must clean the _______________________ and paint the walls. 

15.  We went to the farm __________________________ of the city. 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


